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Verse 1

It's Saturday morning, hear my mom yell "wake up little
Man, now it's way past twelve still in my pj's, I walk
Down-stairs mom's in the kitchen making toast and
some
Eggs collect the stickers from the serial box four more
To go to snap, crackle and pop zipping my oj, the
Doorbell rang I opened the door and I saw the whole
Gang, there was Timmy, Stacy, Pete and the twins "
mom
Can I go out and play with my friends? " I walked up
The stairs to my room to change clothes, now my jeans
And my cap and my superstars on " wait a minute! ", 
That's what my mom said " lift up your jeans and be
Back by ten! " " It's Saturday so here's a little
Money, get yourself an ice-cream but don't be doing
Nothing funny. "

Chorus

Hold up, wait for just a minute where them days go? I
Just hope I could bring them back (now bring them
back, 
Back, bring them) Hold up, hold on can't forget where
You came from I sing my song just to bring them back
(Now bring them back, back, bring them)

Verse 2

I team up with Pete and Timmy for king of the hill aint
Nothing sweet now Billy, the twins getting killed I'm
Telling you it don't get more real no time to chill, I
Can't sit still I found it hard to listen to teachers
First grade, my back-pack's bigger than me but I was a
Mean mutt, lacking some teeth but aint nobody
messing
With me, what? jumping puddles to get home from
school, 
Mom opened the door, game over... , cool... I had a big
Crush on next door Judy she made my head spin like a
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Buzz saw, truly trying to be c- cool like little reddy
Heavy duty pulled a big blush whenever I saw cutie but
It was alright, I wasn't blown off now I can show mine, 
And you can show yours

Chorus

Hold up, wait for just a minute where them days go? I
Just hope I could bring them back (now bring them
back, 
Back, bring them) Hold up, hold on can't forget where
You came from I sing my song just to bring them back
(Now bring them back, back, bring them)

Bridge

Those days, those days

Verse 3

Trying to be ill, be cool, we can still skip school
Nagging to stay up to watch Hill Street Blues my skate
Skills were ill, still my knees bruised, worked on it
Like " one day imma kill these dudes say it loud, say
It proud: ( can't fill these shoes! ) a new day, a new
Song, is how lil red do and though life didn't turn out
Like the pre-wiew whatever comes tomorrow we will get
Through.

Chorus

Hold up, wait for just a minute where them days go? I
Just hope I could bring them back (now bring them
back, 
Back, bring them) Hold up, hold on can't forget where
You came from I sing my song just to bring them back
(Now bring them back, back, bring them)

Bridge

Those days, those days
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